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Issue 63: Oct 5, 2020: USA e-SPACulations & Battery Materials EValuations 
 

Having spent the better part of my last 11 years advocating for investment in lithium shares I take great 
pride that the two American assets I’ve most closely supported over this time frame – Kings Valley (now 
Thacker Pass) in Nevada and Piedmont Lithium in North Carolina – are now the two most highly valued 
development assets on my Mr. Market Scoreboard. Tesla has rocked Piedmont’s world. And Elon gave a 
nod for the long-term potential for processing clay, acid-free. 
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The best advice I ever gave Western Lithium Americas management was to properly list on a USA 
exchange, which they did, at what turned out to be Lithium 2.0’s top, in January 2018.  
 

  
 
Like all great artists, I stole this advice from a good friend Keith Phillips, who demonstrated the success 
of this strategy repeatedly as a blue-chip banker for senior and junior resource issuers for 20 years 
before implementing it as soon as he could in May 2018 as the BOSS of Piedmont Lithium. 
 
I wouldn’t be surprised to see more junior lithium battery materials issuers on TSX, ASX and AIM seeking 
to follow this model of tapping into the largest and most liquid capital market in the world. My firm RK 
Equity would be happy to help ;) 
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To see PLL on Nasdaq trade nearly 4X its 11.5M (ADR) shares outstanding the first day after its binding, 
fixed price, 5-year, off-take agreement with Tesla was announced was absolutely crazy. ~$2B trading 
volume! Intraday high of $53 – more than 8X where PLL raised $20M equity at $6.3 in June. 
 

 
 
And yet, I ended the week and start this week trying to interpret what messages are contained in the 
fact that Lithium Americas market value appreciated $515M last week - 3X as much as Piedmont’s:  
 

  
 
Argentina-focused, ~2 years from meaningful production, Lithium Americas’ market cap is almost as 
high as Argentina-focused Livent – a Big 3 Tesla hydroxide supplier and technology leader, currently 
producing some 20kt lithium compounds per annum.   
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I have no doubt Issue 59 from May 11 deserves some credit for prompting LAC’s spectacular pre-Battery 
Day rise - one of my most widely read issues. I believe a similar “white paper” by Formidable Asset 
Management – a $450M money manager based in Cincinnati, Ohio – which got widespread distribution 
thanks to a September 25 Bloomberg article – had something to do with last week’s parabolic LAC rise. 
Sorting through the “noise” and looking for the “signals” amidst the tsunami of information – and  
disinformation – in today’s market is not simple. I sense LAC is experiencing some PLL tailwinds, Tesla 
clay correlation/confusion, and technical momentum trading/call option Robinhood speculation. LAC’s 
27M share volume on a single day last Friday, was nearly 4 times its average monthly volume in April 
and May. 
 

 
 
For those so inclined to dig into the technical clay weeds prompted by Tesla’s salty commentary, I’d 
highly recommend Alex Grant of Jade Cove Partners thoughtful piece on the topic. He and his highly 
credentialed co-authors are not dismissive of the potential for the acid-free process Elon Musk and 
Drew Baglino espoused on Battery Day, which contrasts with LAC’s current acid-rich flow sheet. 
 
I disagree with much of Formidable’s interpretations about LAC and PLL. I believe they affix far too high 
a valuation on Cauchari vs. Thacker Pass, dismiss the complications in scaling production to battery 
quality and make no mention that LAC has not yet determined if they can/will make the lithium 
hydroxide most wanted by American and European EV OEMs.  
 
But that’s OK, that’s what makes markets work. And I’m not arguing necessarily that LAC is ridiculously 
overvalued. But rather, the re-rating LAC has experienced – which is in line with USA investor 
enthusiasm for EV-themed Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs) – should be replicated for 
other USA mining assets with USA listings, like Piedmont. I discuss this in greater detail below, which 
builds on earlier Lithium-ion Bull issues suggesting that Mining equities – from blue-chips like Rio Tinto, 
BHP and others that comprise the PICK ETF – to credible greenfield developers of high quality assets, are 
undervalued and poised for super-cycle re-rating like the 2002-2012 period.   
 
  

https://60909e46-79bd-4fe7-9a09-bec8eb48ffa9.filesusr.com/ugd/affbaa_ca3b91860c374407b136c70e9b9523e0.pdf
https://www.formidableam.com/white-papers/
https://www.formidableam.com/white-papers/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/inside-teslas-lithium-clay-salt-extraction-process-alex-grant/
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EValuating Lithium Americas  
 

I calculate below that Thacker Pass has leapt to the top of my Mr. Market Lithium Scoreboard as an 
unfunded development asset and today is valued above USD 1B. While impossible to quantify precisely 
given LAC’s valuation is also underpinned by its 49%-owned Cauchari JV with China’s Ganfeng, I take a 
stab at disaggregating these two assets using its direct Argentina comparable Orocobre as a reference, 
and the March 23, 2020 COVID bottom as a starting point. I assumed on that date the market was 
valuing Thacker, as it has for much of LAC’s life, at zero: Freebird. 
 
ORE owns more of Olaroz than LAC does Cauchari (66% vs. 49%) and is in Stage One production with 
Stage Two construction meaningfully underway. It is focused on Japan and other ex-China markets, has 
received lower cost equity and debt funding from Japan, and its strategy is focused more on higher 
priced battery quality lithium hydroxide. ORE’s quality problems are well known, but there has never 
been a brine greenfield or brownfield that hasn’t had quality and/or ramping issues from juniors and 
majors. I revere Ganfeng’s expertise; but I fully expect their very ambitious, first major foray outside 
China -- in high altitude, high risk brine in high risk Argentina -- will experience similar challenges as did 
and still do Livent, Albemarle, SQM. 
 
In Stage One construction, China-carbonate-focused Cauchari had worse-than-Orocobre (and Livent) 
COVID problems and now further delayed start-up. Why then would Cauchari outperform ORE’s rise? 
LAC’s 500%+ rise from March lows vs. ORE’s 48% means the rest of LAC’s valuation is Thacker Pass, IMO. 
As a sanity check, to imply Cauchari is worth $334M vs. $584M Olaroz, a 43% discount, feels right. Ditto 
vs. Livent’s $1.3B, considering it owns 100% of Hombre Muerto, has been producing for 20 years, is 
EBITDA positive and is one of Tesla’s 3 hydroxide suppliers. 
 

 
 
FWIW, the following information has been conveyed to the market about Thacker Pass in recent weeks: 
 

1. Elon Musk prefers an acid-free process vs. the acid heavy one Thacker is trying to get permitted  
2. LAC CEO told an investor group at Citi that Thacker’s DFS will be further delayed from Q4 to Q1 
3. LAC CEO at the same event still can’t say if Thacker can/will focus on hydroxide or carbonate  
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Unicorn Thacker Pass 
 
Should LAC/Thacker Pass maintain its unicorn valuation?  I hope so (disclosure: I own no LAC shares). I 
believe LAC will likely raise equity in the near term, as Orocobre raised $100M in September. They’d be 
almost irresponsible not to at these prices, considering, among other things, that their debt to China’s 
Ganfeng is secured in part by Thacker Pass. I further believe Ganfeng’s next smart move will be a sell 
down of their 17% LAC stake – perhaps alongside an organized LAC equity raise, or possibly in the open 
market. I believe LAC management and shareholders should welcome such sell down. Having taken 51% 
control of Cauchari in Argentina and the vast majority of stage one off-take for 20 years, Ganfeng is 
pursuing Bacanora clay, not Thacker Pass, which means $1772’s Xiao Shen’s position on the board of 
LAC presents a clay conflict. Having invested at CAD 4.20 equivalent 3.5 years ago, Ganfeng is sitting on 
4.5X gains at Friday’s price. ~USD 250M proceeds would complement their recent USD 200M equity 
raise for growth investments like Bacanora and represents an attractive cost of capital. 
 
I’ve argued three things with respect to Thacker Pass – a project for which I spent the first 7 of my 10 
lithium years focused on exclusively: 
 

• In a neutral to bear market (pre-summer 2020): unless/until Ganfeng/Bacanora cracks the clay 
code, few financial or strategic investors will speculate on Thacker Pass given the abundant 
alternatives in conventional hard rock. 

• In risk-on bull markets (today): Lithium Americas could attract Nemaska-like levels of 
speculative retail funding and potentially go it alone and/or attract non-Auto OEM strategic 
partners. Traditional institutions and industrial companies may take the project execution risk of 
never-been-done-at-scale clay especially if LAC can get through BLM permitting. 

• “Think Different” entrepreneurs could take on the clay challenge: I was right to speculate about 
Elon Musk. His clay bogey is ~$8K/t, now that he’s reducing by 33% his hydroxide cost from 
~$12K, thanks to spodumene from Tesla’s Piedmont Lithium. 

 
A LAC public equity raise – like those undertaken by Nemaska’s during Lithium 2.0’s euphoria – would 
strengthen LAC’s balance sheet and negotiating position as it tries to convince strategics to JV in Nevada 
if they receive environmental approval. The world will need all the lithium it can get its hands on. If LAC  
proves it can make battery quality hydroxide, I’m sure Tesla will welcome them as a supplier in from 
2025. 
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S3XY Hydroxide Rocks! 
Tesla’s Piedmont Lithium 

 
The rest of today’s issue addresses how to interpret Tesla’s Piedmont Lithium -- from the perspective of 
a USA Jane and George Batterypack investor; LAC lovers who also Think Different from mining 
speculators dabbling in ASX and TSX listed shares; or current and former lithium executives and experts 
who travel the far reaches of the globe but largely ignored the object of Elon’s gaze in their own North 
Carolina backyard; and continue to convey disinformation about the seriousness and import of PLL’s 
contract to Teslandia’s foray into making its own hydroxide. To reiterate: The below is my own research 
but is NOT investment advice. I am not a financial adviser nor broker-dealer. RK Equity is a retained 
advisor to Piedmont and I personally own PLL shares. Do your own research. Read disclaimer. 
 

 
 

Tesla’s Piedmont Lithium is trading at more than one-third the value of Thacker Pass, in my estimation. 
And even more when compared to the above… 
 

SPACtacular EValuations – Looking Forward to 2023/24+ EBITDA 
 

Since I wrote about MP Materials/Fortress Value Acquisition SPAC in July – reviving California’s rare 
earths hard rocks for USA supply and EV permanent magnet security – several new EV/SPACs have 

arrived. Recall FVAC justified its $1B pre-money, $1.5B post-money value, on a “base case” $238M 
2023 EBITDA from a mined and processed raw material – NdPr – that is 60% ABOVE prevailing 
market prices. Mr. Market likes what it’s seeing in FVAC, today now at $2.2B market value. 
 
Piedmont’s “integrated strategy”– in which it plans to mine and process battery quality lithium 
hydroxide from its own North Carolina resource, forecasts steady state EBITDA of $218M, based on 
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Benchmark Minerals long-term ~$12,910 BQ LiOH prices – a price about IN-LINE with what 
Albemarle is achieving on its contracts with Western EV OEMs. Piedmont’s “merchant strategy” 
assumes it buys spodumene at USD 564M - ABOVE current prices in the low $400s. 
 
Assuming a blended integrated/merchant 2024E EBITDA of $184M – Piedmont at USD 300M 
market cap is trading at an 80+% discount to the above EV-themed SPAC universe before full 
funding. Why should private, pre-SPAC valuations be so much higher than publicly-traded PLL? 
 

Apples + Oranges = Plain vaniLLa Logic 
 

What is more scarce and what has greater risk/reward – the only clean and green pure spodumene 
district in the USA with a proven track record to profitably produce critical lithium compounds that 
will likely power the Tesla Semi, Cybertruck and Plaid? Or the following?  
 

 
 
Henrik Fisker’s bad Karma came to market around the time of Elon’s Tesla, but failed. But he’s convinced 
Apollo Management and likely its SPAC investors to give him a second chance with the following pitch: 
 

• Fully fund production of the Oceana SUV; 

• Which includes a “native app” that will offer a “state-of-the-art ownership experience”; 

• Trust us to “negotiate an agreement” with VW to secure a source of battery supply; 

• Trust us to partner for manufacturing with an existing auto OEM not add new plant capacity 
 

Will Fisker succeed second time round in the face of mass competition from Tesla, auto incumbents 
and startups like Lucid? Or fail again, as Dyson gave up earlier this year and Nikola seems destined 
to.  Fool (sells) me once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me… 
 
Why pay Fisker 14 times more market cap to, essentially, “bet against Elon,” when you can “bet 
alongside Elon” for $300M with Piedmont Lithium?  
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Solid State of Mind?! 
 
Solid-state hopeful Quantumscape – which in June attracted VW for a $100M staged PIPE to help fund 
construction of a pilot plant later this year – is now taking $700M at a $2.6B pre-money valuation to 
“fully fund” production.  

 
 
The valuation argument was based on 1X 2027E sales, the first year it also anticipates being EBITDA 
positive. Quantumscape doesn’t expect meaningful revenue until 2026.  Yet USA investors have bid up 
$KCAC/Quantumscape now to $7B valuation – a stunning minus 50X+ 2024 EV/EBITDA. 
 

 
 

Piedmont is expected to be supplying Tesla with spodumene and other customers with battery quality 
lithium hydroxide as early as 2023 and should be fully ramped and achieving steady state $180M+ 
EBITDA by 2024/25. 
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Premium-Price Piedmont Lithium 
Post-#BatteryDay rEValuation 

 
Jane and George Batterypack USA have risk appetite for S3XY growth stocks tied to the EV Battery 
supply chain: ten-year time horizons – as frequently advised by Social Capital hero – and MP Materials 
PIPE investor – Chamath Palahapitiya. 
 
The smartest self-directed Tesla Millennials and Gen Z do their homework. They’re happy to hold for 
long term growth. Price things relative to sales. Meanwhile, a surfeit of Robinhood speculators 
exacerbate velocitility, including options trading. Will we see call option contracts soon on PLL as exist 
for LAC? 
 
What would Piedmont’s “private market valuation” be? Or what could its M&A value be?  
 
Last July I interviewed Luke Kissam – Albemarle’s former CEO – and asked if he felt any obligation as an 
American blue-chip to address the USA’s over-reliance on China-processed lithium. His disappointing 
answer: “you gotta go where your customers are” – ie, cathode/battery production in Asia.  What say 
you, ALB’s new CEO Kent Masters now that Tesla is building its own lithium hydroxide? I think ALB will 
be less worried about Tesla as a competitor as it is excited to redirect its geographic focus to “where its 
customers are”: the same logic Elon applies to battery suppliers no doubt applies to lithium: 
 

 
 
Unlike Canadian and Australian brethren whose stock markets are dominated by mining shares –
American investors typically haven’t grown up evaluating mine plans. Or reading 43-101 and JORC 
reports. Or valuing anything on an “NPV basis”. To paraphrase Gordon Gekko, they have a hard time 
differentiating a mining stock from livestock. But they can sniff out credibility. Which Piedmont 
management and shareholders have in spades. And they know how to play investment themes, 
preferably in fully USA listed securities with real stock prices vs. over-the-counter penny stocks.  
 
Together with the likes of Benchmark Minerals, RK Equity has accelerated its education of the Tesla 
investor social media ecosphere over the past six months about the “Clean Energy Materials” shortage 
that could slow the timeline for Elon’s sustainable EV Battery Energy Storage future. 
 
Piedmont Lithium has something that no other SPAC or American lithium developer has achieved: 
Elon’s stamp of approval. Tesla’s Piedmont Lithium is the Real Deal. A fact. Not speculation.  
 
With one week of post-Battery Day trading under its belt, it will be interesting to see how American 
investors come to value this fact for NASDAQ-listed PLL. 
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Disclaimer  
 

Lithium-ion Bull is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity Advisors, LLC. In this 
and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some rationale for a stock in 
which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own retirement or taxable 
accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of anything written in this or 
any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free choice. But to be clear, the 
opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor recommendation and may not be 
unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I may act, or may have acted in 
the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the companies mentioned herein and may 
receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from those companies. I, RK Equity as well as 
their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees may make purchases and/or sales of 
securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, to restricted periods in which we may 
possess material, non-public information. As of September 28, 2020 RK Equity or its principals own 
securities in Mineral Resources, Piedmont Lithium, E3 Metals Corp, Albermarle, Livent, Lithium Power 
International, Critical Elements, Frontier Lithium, Camino Corp, Talon Metals and have or have had over 
the past 48 months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium Americas, CleanTeq, 
Millennial Lithium, Altura Mining, E3 Metals Corp, NeoMetals, Kidman Resources, Nemaska, Camino 
Corp, Bacanora, Talon Metals, Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information 
contained herein is not financial advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer 
nor makes any recommendation to buy or sell any securities. 

 


